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and derivative analysis of left ventricular pressure (LVP) for analysis of left ventricular systolic

function. Two methods of analysis of left ventricular systolic function by an oscillometric technique
(Siretrips VR46) are described. The first involves the detection of the power spectrum and the second
involves the analytic derivation of the time-varying derivative of the left ventricular pressure (LVP)

signal. The second method is more sensitive and offers better resolution than the first. Power spectrum
analysis in these dogs demonstrated an increased low-frequency power (LF) and a decreased high-

frequency power (HF) in animals with ventricular dysfunction.Q: Python: Finding the Row with the
Most Vowels I am trying to find the row in my data where I have the most vowels. I have created the

following: import pandas as pd df = pd.read_csv("file1", encoding='utf-8') # Get rows with most vowels
def vowel_count(df): vowel_count = 0 for row in df: if row['vowel_count'] > 0: vowel_count += 1 return
vowel_count print(vowel_count(df)) The function vowel_count returns 0 as the total number of vowels.
Am I doing something wrong? A: You can use df.value_counts.nlargest(1, drop=False) to get the top 1

value, and then use df.idxmax() to get the corresponding index to get the corresponding row: def
vowel_count(df): vowel_count = df.value_counts.nlargest(1, drop=False) return vowel_count.index[0]

>>> vowel_count(df) 2 Example data: df = pd.DataFrame([[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8], ['a','a','b
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